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Home Learning Plan – Developmental Kindergarten 
 

Grade Level: Developmental Kindergarten 

Week of: May 18 

 

Content Area Activities 

Literacy   
1. Make a plant color booklet.  Staple together several pieces of paper.  

Write a color word on each page.  Go outside and try to find a plant to 
match each color.  Draw a picture of that plant.  If you know the name 
of it add that too. 

2. Trace your hand three times.  One will be the flower, one will be a leaf 
and one will be the roots.  Cut a long straight piece for a stem.  Color 
and cut your hand prints out and assemble into a flower by gluing them 
onto a larger piece of paper.  Label each plant part, roots, stem, leaf 
and flower. 

3. Read a non-fiction book on https://www.uniteforliteracy.com. Teacher 
Suggestions: The Life of a Seed, Three Sisters Soup, and / or Dandelion 
Days. 

 

Math  
1. How many seeds?  Make a number line chart with numbers 0-10.  If 

you have a package of seeds, glue the correct number of seeds onto 
each number. If you do not have seeds you can use rice, dried beans or 
small noodles. 

2. Throughout the week as you and your family eat a fruit or vegetable 
that has a seed, save them.  When you have collected seeds from at 
least three pieces of fruit or three vegetables color a picture of that 
fruit and glue the seeds in the middle.  Count the seeds and write that 
number under your picture. 

3. With an adult choose a piece of fruit that can be cut.  Cut that piece of 
fruit into two halves.  Compare and contrast with a whole piece of the 
same fruit.  Is a half more, less the same?  Draw a picture of the whole 
fruit and it cut into the two halves.  Is it the same? 

 

Social Interaction  
1.  Go outside with an adult and pull up ten or more weeds.  Lay them on 

a paper towel and look for the roots, stem and leaves. Describe what 
you see, use many words for your descriptions. 

2.  Find a few plants, roots, stems, or flowers.  Use these to paint with by 
making stamps or using as brushes. Display your artwork and describe 
it to your family. 

3. We Feel Feelings in our Body: Play a game with your child to practice 
what to do when feeling worried. Say: We are going to play I’m 
Worried. First think about something you sometimes worry about. 
Now say, “I’m worried.” Put your hands on your tummy and ask, 
“How is my body feeling?” Now tell me what you worry about. Give 

https://www.uniteforliteracy.com/
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your child an example of what you worry about: I sometimes worry I 
will be late for work. Continue playing if your child has more than one 
thing he or she worries about. 

 

Art Activity 1: Learn how to draw a schoolhouse.  You could add this to your 
landscape or change it into another building. 
 https://safeyoutube.net/w/ZtHD 
 
Activity 2: A landscape is a picture of the outdoors.  This week you will be 
drawing a landscape.  Your landscape can be whatever you choose.  It could be 
a jungle, desert, beach, mountains, forest or a favorite place you like to go 
outside.  Try to add details to your landscape like grass, clouds, houses and 
trees. Take your time and color it if you can. Have fun! 

Media Poet, Show It! 

Poet Phillip Van Wagoner would like to invite Lake Orion elementary students 

to share their poetry! Phillip Van Wagoner has created a new YoutTube show 

titled Poet, Show It. The first episodes will be dedicated to celebrating poetry 

from Lake Orion students.  Watch this video to hear more about this exciting 

opportunity! 

 

Activity 1: Write a poem! Poetry can truly be about anything! (Thoughts, 

feelings, emotions, pets, vacations, favorite things)  

 

Activity 2: Want a chance to have your poem featured on Poet, Show It? With 

an adult, submit your original poem for Phillip Van Wagoner to read. Submit 

poem HERE.  

Music Activity 1: Think about something that makes one of your family members or 
pets special. Use that detail to create a short theme song for them. Take your 
idea and sing it to them!  
 
Activity 2: Draw a picture of your special person and create a recording of you 
showing your picture and singing your song and send it to your music teacher!   

Physical Education Activity 1: Shadow Tag: A sunny day, two or more players, two sock balls 
(optional)  
Set Up: Find a sunny area.    
Activity: Select one player to begin as the tagger. They tag other players by 
stepping on their shadow. Once caught players change roles. If you are only 
playing with 2 players, then the first to three tags wins that round. First to win 
5 rounds wins the game.   
Change the game by allowing players to throw socks at the shadow instead of 
stepping on them.   

  
Activity 2: Stuffed animal bowling: 10 stuffed animals (toys that can stand on 
own) soft ball (sock ball)   
Set Up: Take the stuffed animals and place them in a 10-pin formation like 
bowling. If you would like to add barriers along the sides, feel free. Please place 
a mark so students know where to roll from.   
Activity: Students will practice their underhand rolling. Have students roll from 
the mark and see how many stuffed animals they can knock over.   
      

https://safeyoutube.net/w/ZtHD
https://safeyoutube.net/w/yviE
https://phillipvanwagoner.com/poem-submission/
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Activity 3: Rock Climbers: Sock balls, timer and four markers (bottles, cones).   
Set Up: With your parent’s permission, place two markers at the opposite sides 
of the field. Spread all the sock balls out inside the area. Make sure they’re not 
too far apart. One student will start on one end, the other on the other side.   
Activity: Students will work on balancing skills. Students are to try and make it 
to the other side, while having their hands and feet on the rocks (sock ball). 
They must crawl across to be successful. Once they make it to the other side 
crossing the markers, that’s one point. If a student is unsuccessful and touches 
the ground, they must restart back where they started from. Students are to 
see how many points they can get before time runs out. The student with the 
most points in five minutes will be the winner.   
To enhance or modify the activity you can space out the rocks and have 
students walk across the rocks. 
 

 
Don’t forget there are lots of additional resources for students on the Home 

Learning Resources for LOCS Students Padlet:  https://padlet.com/loteachingandlearning/j1jg1u0i2qv3 
 

 

https://padlet.com/loteachingandlearning/j1jg1u0i2qv3

